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Competition: Hangar Ticinum, Italy
18 OCTOBER 2021
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COMPETITIONS

An open international ideas contest is being held to
transform a disused Italian hydroplane base into a new
community centre (Deadline: 10 December)
The ‘Hangar Ticinum’ contest – featuring a €10,000 prize fund – seeks
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‘The competition explicitly requires full attention to the social and
cultural aspects of the project, encouraging designers to work on a
program linked to an everyday use, open particularly to the youngest
generations and generally to the entire local community. How would it be
possible to transform the hangar into a community hub used seven days a
week? What kind of uses could be successful in obtaining its long-awaited
rebirth?’
Located around 30km south of Milan, Pavia is a large town of around
70,000 residents. The Hangar Ticinum structure occupies a prominent
position on the riverfront close to the historic centre of the settlement.
The latest competition comes shortly after TerraViva held an earlier
contest for a new overnight accommodation solution at the Nivola
Museum in Orani, Sardinia. Tatiana Skorduli from Russia won the €3,000
top prize with a series of guest cabins dotted across the site.

Contest site: Hangar Ticinum, Italy
The Hangar Ticinum competition invites students, architects, designers,
urbanists, engineers, artists, makers and activists to reimagine the
interior and exterior of the ruined Giuseppe Pagano-designed building.
Submissions much include two digital A2 panels and up to 250 words of
written description.
Judges will include German Fuenmayor pf Piuarch in Caracas; Anastasia
Kucherova from Stefano Boeri Architetti in Moscow; Mariangela Singali
Calisti from the Comune Di Pavia; Lucia Paci of Operastudio in New
York; and Toufic Rifai from the Politecnico Di Milano in Beirut.
The overall winner, to be announced on 1 January, will receive a €4,000
prize while a second prize of €2,500, third prize of €1,500, and four gold
mentions each worth €250 will also be awarded.
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The deadline for submissions is 10 December

Fee
Until 28 November: €89
29 November to 10 December: €109
Contact details
Email: info@terravivacompetitions.com
Visit the competition website for more information

Q&A with Toufic Rifai
The jury member representing Politecnico di Milano discusses his
ambitions for the competition
Why are you holding an
international competition to
transform an abandoned hydroplane
base into a community hub for local
citizens?
To begin with, the abandoned
hydroplane base is located on the
banks of Ticino River in one of the
charming cities of Italy, called Pavia.
Furthermore, the abandoned
hydroplane complex isn’t just another
Toufic Rifai

unoccupied building, but it is a
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authoritative voices of Italian 1920s and 1930s architectural culture.

The location, as well as the abandoned hydroplane base constitute an
important monument for the citizens of Pavia, both in their memory and
in their everyday life. Therefore, the project will trigger the curiosity of
many locals about the ‘future; of this hydroplane base. How to revive an
abandoned structure? How to involve the people of Pavia in such a
project?
The aim is to design something for the citizens of Pavia by representing
the very first step on a path that, as part of the ambitious riverfront
redevelopment project promoted by the local administration, can lead
over time to the long-awaited restitution of the hydroplane base to and
for the citizens of Pavia.
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What is your vision for the future of the Hangar Ticinum, and what
would you like to see in submissions to the competition?
The competition explicitly requires full attention to the social and
cultural aspects of the project, encouraging competitors to work on a
program linked to an everyday use, open particularly to the youngest
generations and generally to the entire local community. Our vision is to
see Hangar Ticinum active and transformed into a community hub full of
life seven days a week.
Competitors are encouraged to experiment with a wide set of ideas and
strategies, without any fear or any limitations. It is clear though, that the
aim is to avoid demolishing the important identity of the building. In fact,
the intention is to see proposals enhancing spaces and make best use out
of the existing structure, the formal design of the project and the choice
of materials should be sensibly integrated with the existing structure as
well as with its surroundings.
What role do you see this competition playing in the development of new
local, international and underrepresented architectural and design
talents,
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The goal of this competition is to challenge architects to develop
contemporary ideas and find avant-garde solutions in response to an
important abandoned structure in such charming location. It undoubtedly
represents a unique opportunity and should trigger the creativity and
imagination of newly talented architects. Teams with different design
visions, backgrounds and experience are more than welcome to
contribute.
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Are there any recent similar competitions or projects, either locally or
internationally, which have delivered impressive results?
The greatest thing about architecture competitions is that it is a choice.
An active decision you make to participate in an attempt to trigger your
own curiosity. You are giving yourself the opportunity to work on
something that interests you, with a group of people who will challenge
your way of thinking. It is rich in interpretation, creativity, problem
solving and provides a platform for growth. Hence, all architecture
competitions are of good benefit to architects as they challenge us to
combine varied cultures and backgrounds in order to reach a shared goal
of rethinking the creative act of architectural design.
How do you see projects at TerraViva evolving in the future and what
competitions will you hold next?
Terraviva was created as a platform for experimenting and triggering new
ideas and inventive projects. Terraviva to me is a visionary competition
platform that gives participants more freedom to tackle social and
architectural issues, while at the same time providing a platform for
discussion around sensitive topics which architects and designers would
otherwise not have the ability to discuss or argue.
It allows architects and designers the opportunity to research,
experiment, create and discover, in an attempt to solve real problems in
an 'out
box'
yet in a and
professional
and inspired
manner.
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societies and people. Therefore, future Terraviva competitions will always
deal with highly stimulating contexts from both, a cultural and
architectural perspective.
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Since 1896, The Architectural Review has scoured
the globe for architecture that challenges and
inspires. Buildings old and new are chosen as
prisms through which arguments and broader
narratives are constructed. In their fearless
storytelling, independent critical voices explore the
forces that shape the homes, cities and places we
inhabit.
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